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This paper presents the findings of a study conducted among primary geography teacher educators. The research examines the perceptions of educators of primary teacher students’ desired and achieved levels of substantial knowledge, syntactic knowledge, and beliefs about the subject of geography. The findings indicate that primary teacher educators do not view their students as having significant knowledge about geography. They believe their students have better syntactic knowledge and beliefs about the subject of geography, however. Teacher educators believe that more hours of teaching and more attention to subject knowledge could raise the quality of primary teacher training in geography.
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Introduction

A well-developed foundation of subject knowledge is an important prerequisite to teach a subject such as geography successfully. “Pupils cannot be taught simply to think. They have to have something to think about,” is what Lambert states in his personal opinion on the subject matter (Lambert, 2009, p. 1). In the context of the primary geography curriculum, teachers’ lack of subject knowledge has been identified as problematic for some time in the Netherlands as well as in the United Kingdom (Bell, 2005; Notté & Baltus, 2011; Ofsted, 2011). Mainly, non-specialist class teachers teach the entire primary curriculum (Catling, 2004; Catling & Willy, 2009; Martin, 2006), quite a challenging task in which not all teachers succeed. In this context, the conclusion of a recent inspection of primary schools in England is that improvements in geography were often slowed down by primary teachers’ weak knowledge of geography and their lack of confidence in teaching this subject, which was attributed to insufficient subject-specific training (Ofsted, 2011).

The weak foundation of geographical knowledge of Dutch primary student teachers is reflected in the scores of an entrance test which focuses on the knowledge, skills, and understanding about main geographic topics taken by students at the beginning of their first year. Only about 50% of these students pass this entrance test with an 8+ level at the beginning of the first year. Level 8+ means a slightly higher score than that of a pupil at the end of primary school (11–12 years old) (Notté & Baltus, 2011).

In the Netherlands, student teachers can enter primary teacher training after completing their secondary education (five to six years) or senior secondary vocational education.
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The last group of student teachers probably had their last geography lesson several years ago, and their subject knowledge is often weak. Many student teachers only had three years of geography in secondary education at lower secondary level. No doubt that subject knowledge is of great importance for being an effective primary teacher, and as Lambert states: “forming productive relationships with children is very important. My view is that this task is made more possible when the teacher is able to form a productive and creative relationship with the subject matter” (Lambert, 2009, p. 2). However, he adds: “This subject knowledge new teachers bring from their experiences in higher education or elsewhere has to be reworked before it can be taught.

Figure 1. The Dutch educational system.
effectively” (Lambert, 2009, p. 2). Experienced teachers possess what Shulman (1986) calls pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). PCK can be described as the combined knowledge, pedagogical skills, and attitude or motivation to teach a subject.

It is this combination of knowledge, skills, and attitudes that teacher educators need to develop with their student teachers. This challenging task was the starting point of this research. As a teacher educator, the first author faced the problem of not being able to bridge the gap between the desired and the achieved level of PCK for her diverse group of student teachers in a limited number of teaching hours, and she wondered whether other teacher educators faced the same problem. In the Netherlands, little research has been done into the images held by primary teacher educators about PCK development in the subject of geography about their student teachers. To verify whether colleagues shared the faced problem, a questionnaire was distributed among primary geography teacher educators ($n = 66$). The main aim of this study is to obtain more insight into the desired and achieved levels of PCK among primary student teachers, according to their teacher educators, and the factors that may contribute to closing the gap between desired and achieved levels of geographical PCK.

**Theoretical background**

**PCK**

The concept of PCK was introduced by Shulman (1986). According to Shulman, PCK is about subject matter for teaching, and it includes:

- the most regular taught topics in a subject area, the most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations and demonstrations — in a word, the ways of representing and formulating the subject that makes it comprehensible to others. (Shulman, 1986, p. 9)

It also includes:

- an understanding of what makes the learning of specific topics easy or difficult: the conceptions and preconceptions that students of different ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning. (Shulman, 1986, p. 9)

Shulman distinguished seven knowledge bases of which PCK is one: content knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, curriculum knowledge, PCK, knowledge of learners, knowledge of educational contexts, and knowledge of educational ends, purposes, and values (Shulman, 1987). Elaborating on Shulman’s work, various scholars have proposed different conceptualizations of PCK (Berry, Loughran, & Van Driel, 2008). In a review of the literature, Van Driel, Verloop, and de Vos (1998) found that there is no generally accepted conceptualization of PCK. Several scholars (Cochran, King, & DeRuiter, 1991; Grossman, 1990) argue for a more integrated concept in which knowledge components are part of PCK. However, there is agreement on the nature of the two key elements distinguished by Shulman, which are knowledge of representations of subject matter and understanding of specific learning difficulties and student conceptions. In addition, there appears to be agreement on the nature of PCK as a concept that is concerned with the teaching of particular topics and is developed through an integrative process rooted in classroom practice.

Turner-Bisset (1999) found that it was impossible to distinguish between content knowledge and PCK: in the act of teaching, all knowledge was presented pedagogically in some way (Turner-Bisset, 1999, p. 42). She also proposes a more integrated concept
and developed a comprehensive model of knowledge bases for teaching in which PCK is seen as an overarching base. She distinguishes three types of knowledge, which pertain to content knowledge or subject matter knowledge: substantive knowledge, syntactic knowledge, and beliefs about the subject. The substantive knowledge consists of the facts and concepts of a discipline (the knowing that). Syntactical knowledge refers to the ways and means by which the knowledge has been generated and established (the knowing how). Beliefs about the subject finally refer to the impact that personal orientation and the conceptions toward a subject have on teaching a subject (Turner-Bisset, 1999, p. 43).

Martin (2005, p. 63) builds on these three bases of content knowledge and relates them, in terms of teaching, to the following questions: What am I going to teach, how am I going to teach it? Why am I going to teach it in this way?

In this study, we will take these three questions as a starting point for a PCK model for the subject of geography in primary education. We consider these questions the three most important questions primary teacher students should ask themselves when preparing their lessons for practice; they can also form the foundations of a curriculum model for learning to teach geography in primary education. Formulating these three related knowledge bases into questions as a conceptual framework for teaching makes the concept concrete for students and it can help students to better structure and understand what it means to learn to teach geography.

Loughran, Mulhall, and Berry (2008) explicitly used the idea of PCK as a conceptual framework in a pre-service science teacher program and found that (student) teacher participants learned to explicitly use PCK as a way of thinking about their own teaching and learning. It gave them confidence and made them look beyond simply gathering up “activities that work.” It helped them shift their focus from teaching and managing to children and learning. Their questions transformed from “How do I (have to) do this?” into “What do children need to learn, how might they best learn it, and why do they need to learn it in this way?” (Martin, 2005, p. 68). According to Martin, a transformative process should take place at two levels: at the student teachers’ level of understanding the subject and at the level of transforming the subject into forms suitable for teaching. Or as Lambert (2009) stated: “They learn how to rework the subject knowledge so it can be taught effectively.”

**PCK-G**

To successfully teach the subject of geography, (student) teachers need to rework geographic content by asking themselves the three questions Martin (2005) formulated based on Turner-Bisset’s (1999) knowledge bases: What am I going to teach? How am I going to teach it? Why am I going to teach it in this way? Figure 2 illustrates the combination of PCK and the subject of geography (PCK-G). PCK-G is the type of integrated knowledge that is unique to teachers teaching geography; it is what teaching geography is about (Cochran et al., 1991).

The International Charter on Geographic Education of the International Geographical Union gives an overview of the content (or subject knowledge, WHAT) for the field of geography that should be studied. It also describes the set of knowledge, understanding, skills, attitudes, and values students should explore and develop in the course of their education (Haubrich, 1992). To shape the content, “big concepts” (e.g., space, place, scale, location, and interdependence) can be used (Taylor, 2008). Several authors have tried to define these concepts that form the core of geography (Catling & Willy, 2009; Kulke, Hemmer, & Schallhorn, 2007; Martin, 2006; Martin & Owens, 2004; Taylor, 2008). In
combining knowledge and skills and using big concepts to shape content, young people in general and student teachers in particular acquire control over this content and develop their geographic literacy or consciousness. Van der Vaart (2001) refers to geographic literacy as “a combination of a way of thinking and a certain geographic knowledge base.” He distinguished three key competencies: (1) knowledge about world phenomena, processes, and distributions, including topography, (2) issues of place and space such as inequality and sustainable development, and (3) geographic skills such as map skills (Van der Vaart, 2001, p. 19). The first two competencies focus on geographic knowledge, and the third competency on the skills needed to do geography. These skills can start with simple map skills and develop to skills needed to establish relationships between phenomena and more general theoretical knowledge.

To actively participate in the world, these knowledge and skills are needed. This active participation in the world is what Favier (2011) calls “geographic drive,” defined as: “A certain level of geographic (enquiry) motivation, which refers to the willingness to study the characteristics, functioning and problems of the world around us” (Favier, 2011, p. 12). This geographic drive helps (student) teachers to develop the motivation and attitude (WHY) to help children to become responsible and active global citizens — which is an important aim of geography education (Haubrich, 1992; Martin, 2006). Finally, (student) teachers transform their geographic literacy and their geographic drive into teaching skills to teach primary school pupils (HOW).

To summarize, we can distinguish three levels in geography teaching, which are illustrated in Figure 3.

First, student teachers need well-developed geographic subject knowledge, skills, and drive (WHAT). Second, they need to transform such knowledge, skills, and drive into forms suitable for teaching (HOW): they should teach pupils how to use a map and an
atlas, ask them geographic questions, and teach them to approach reality from different perspectives. Finally, student teachers must do that from the perspective of helping pupils to become responsible and active global citizens (WHY). As a result of this, pupils will develop their geographic knowledge, geographic skills, and geographic drive. Geography teacher educators have the challenging task to support the development of primary student teachers’ PCK to enable them to teach the subject of geography to their pupils. To be capable of doing this, teacher educators need excellent PCK-G.

Based on the concept of PCK-G, a survey was developed with the aim to obtain more insight into what teacher educators considered as the desired and actually achieved levels of PCK for their student teachers at the end of initial teacher training and about the factors that influence these results. This has led to the following research questions:

1. What is the desired level of PCK-G for primary student teachers at the end of training, according to their teacher educators?
2. What is the achieved level of PCK-G for primary student teachers at the end of training, according to their teacher educators?
3. What are factors that promote or impede achieving the desired level of PCK-G in initial teacher training in primary education?

Answers to these questions contribute to our knowledge about the primary student teachers’ education and contribute to bridging the gap between PCK theory and teacher education practice.

**Method**

**Design**

A descriptive study was developed to answer the research questions. Data were collected through a questionnaire for teacher educators teaching geography, which was administered in digital form (Google docs).
**Participants**

An invitation to complete the questionnaire was sent to everyone listed in the directory of the primary teacher-training network of the Royal Dutch Geographical Society, in which at least 90% of the Dutch primary geography teacher educators are listed. After a few weeks, a reminder was sent to the non-responders. The incoming data were automatically stored in a database.

Of a total of 66 addresses, 39 teacher educators (59% response) completed the questionnaire. More than two-thirds (69%) of the respondents was male. The average age of the respondents was 47, although the average age of female respondents was lower than their male colleagues. Male respondents had more years of experience in primary teacher training (Table 1). Female teacher educators entered more recently in primary teacher training, 82% of them had a university degree in geography compared to 27% of their male colleagues, who usually entered primary teacher training after several years of working as a primary or secondary school teacher. Over 70% of the teacher training institutes working method is competency based. Most geography lessons are given in the first two years of study. First- and second-year students each year can achieve 0.5 European credits (1 European credit = 28 hours of study), and they receive 6–10 full hours each year of lectures in the field of geography in nearly half of the teacher training institutes. In the third and fourth years, the number of teaching hours for geography and the number of credits to be obtained are fewer.

**Instruments and data collection**

A questionnaire for measuring teacher educators’ perceptions of desired and achieved levels of PCK-G was developed in several steps. A first version of the questionnaire was developed based on the literature on PCK and geographic literacy. This version of the questionnaire was pre-tested among a group of researchers and methodologists. Based on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Characteristics of the respondents.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group according to gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;35 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;55 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of years working in primary teacher training according to gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their feedback, a second version was designed and tested with a panel of scientists and geography educators, focusing on usability and clarity.

The resulting questionnaire consists of 62 questions. Most questions are multiple-choice questions or closed items to be answered on a five-point Likert scale. With values: <10%, 10%–40%, 41%–60%, 81%–90%, and >90% of their students for the questions about the achieved level of PCK and values classified as: not at all necessary, not necessary, maybe necessary, necessary, and really necessary for the questions about the desired level of PCK. A few open questions were added to collect information about the perceived quality of primary teacher training which might explain the discrepancy between desired and achieved levels of PCK-G. The questionnaire contains questions about the achieved and desired levels of PCK in the subject of geography of primary student teachers at the end of the four-year course, according to their teacher educators. (Research questions 1 and 2)

First, questions were included about content knowledge (WHAT questions, 12 items). These were based on the attainment targets for the subject knowledge and skills (geographic literacy) of Dutch primary school teachers. All questions were asked in the form of statements. These statements are included in Table 2. Student teachers who possess a well-developed mental map, for example, are able to outline the distribution of human and natural activities in the world. This includes an active map image. Student teachers who have an understanding of spatial issues can describe and explain, for example, environmental problems, spatial inequality, and global climate change.

Second, questions were included about syntactic knowledge (HOW questions, 14 items). In these questions, teacher educators were asked whether their student teachers were able to transform their own geographic knowledge and skills into forms suitable for teaching and whether, for example, they can teach pupils to use maps and atlases and ask them geographic questions.

In order to measure beliefs about geography (WHY questions, 10 items), questions were asked about the interest of the student teachers in the subject and the connection with primary school practice, their curiosity about the world around them, and whether students recognize the fact that many decisions in daily life are geographic in nature.

To find an answer to research question 3, the questionnaire included questions about factors that promote or impede work on the quality of teacher training (eight questions). For instance, questions about innovations in higher education, the number of geography lessons during teacher training, and the motivation of students for the subject of geography. These questions were developed in expert meetings with colleague teacher trainers.

To gain more insight into the organization of teacher training, questions were asked about the number of teaching hours devoted to the subject of geography and the attention to subject matter knowledge (nine questions). Finally, there were questions that collected some background characteristics of the respondents (six questions).

**Analyses**

The collected data were summarized in descriptive results. Means and standard deviations were calculated. Internal consistency of the scales was tested, and items were only analyzed as scales if Cronbach’s alpha > 0.7.

**Results**

Table 2 shows the results of the closed items of the questionnaire expressed in terms of average percentages (achieved level) and mean scores (desired level).
Table 2. Achieved and desired levels of PCK-G at the end of training according to their teacher educators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N = 39</th>
<th>Achieved level (average percentage)</th>
<th>Desired level (mean score)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Substantial knowledge at the end of training (WHAT)**

**Mental map**
- Students can indicate on a world map features such as climate, landscape areas, population distribution, and poor and rich areas. 47 4.5
- Students can indicate on a map all 300 topographic names from the topography list (used in the Netherlands). 30 4.0

**Students can explain the following spatial issues (these spatial issues are part of the Dutch secondary curriculum):**
- Climate change 40 4.2
- Environmental problems 39 4.3
- Global migration flows 36 4.2
- The process of globalization 35 4.3

**Syntactic knowledge at the end of training (HOW)**
- Students can ask pupils geographic questions. 64 4.6
- Students teach pupils to approach the world around them from different perspectives. 61 4.5
- Students use atlases and maps where possible during their practice. 60 4.7
- Students can evoke the imagination of pupils about phenomena and places. 58 4.8
- Students use the goals for the field of geography when designing their lessons. 55 4.5
- Students teach pupils to approach the world around them at different levels of scale. 46 4.2
- Students can apply all map skills during their lessons. 45 4.3

**Beliefs about the subject of geography at the end of training (WHY)**
- Students are motivated about the subject of geography during teacher training if there is a connection to primary school practice. 68 4.3
- Students are motivated about the subject of geography during teacher training. 51 4.0
- Students are interested in the subject of geography during teacher training. 50 4.0
- Students are curious about the world around them. 47 4.5
- Students recognize that many decisions in daily life are geographical in nature. 34 4.2

The desired and achieved levels of substantial knowledge

Teacher educators believe it is essential that student teachers have a geographic worldview and can explain the spatial expression of issues such as climate change, environmental problems, global migration flows, and the process of globalization (mean between 4 and 5 on a five-point Likert scale).
Nonetheless, according to these teacher educators, only 47% of their primary student teachers can indicate features such as climate, landscape areas, population distribution, and poor and rich areas on a world map at the end of training, while only 30% of their student teachers can indicate the 300 topographic names on a map at the end of training, which is compulsory in Dutch education.

Concerning the explanation of the spatial expression of issues, teacher educators think that an average percentage of 35%–40% of the student teachers are able to do this at the end of training.

The desired and achieved levels of syntactic knowledge

Again, teacher educators believe that it is necessary (mean between 4 and 5 on a five-point Likert scale) that their student teachers possess syntactic knowledge at the end of training. Teacher educators are more positive (although scores are quite low) about the achieved level of syntactic knowledge of their student teachers at the end of training than they are about the student teachers’ content knowledge. This may reflect the fact that more attention is paid to syntactic knowledge in the teacher training. They are most positive about the ability of their student teachers to ask pupils geographic questions (64%), to teach pupils to approach the world around them from different perspectives (61%), and to use maps and atlases during their practice in primary school (60%). The teacher educators view the ability of their student teachers less favourably in their ability to evoke the imagination of pupils about phenomena and places (58%) or to use the goals for the field of geography when designing their lessons (55%). Teacher educators were most skeptical about their student teachers’ use of map skills in the lessons in primary school (45%) and about the ability of student teachers to teach pupils to approach the world around them at different levels of scale (46%).

The desired and achieved levels of beliefs about the subject of geography

With regard to beliefs about the subject of geography at the end of training, teacher educators believed that it is necessary (mean score 4.0) that student teachers be motivated and interested in the subject of geography at the end of training. However, they believed that only 50%–51% of their student teachers were interested in and motivated about the subject of geography during teacher training. According to the teacher educators, this motivation is higher when there is a connection to primary school practice (68%). Even less satisfied were teacher educators about the curiosity of student teachers about the world around them (47%), a competence teacher educators find essential for primary school teachers (mean score 4.5). Finally, Table 2 shows that teacher educators think that only 34% of their student teachers recognizes that many decisions in daily life are geographic in nature.

Factors that may promote or impede achieving the desired level of PCK-G in initial teacher training in primary education

Respondents were asked to comment on a number of statements on promoting and impeding factors, and to answer some open questions. They also gave their opinion on a number of quotes on the quality of geography teaching at their institutions that may provide explanations for the discrepancy between the desired and achieved levels of PCK-G in teacher education.

More than 40% of the teacher educators believe that the quality of primary teacher training deteriorated after 2000, the moment at which the new system of competence-
based teaching was introduced at most teacher training institutes in the Netherlands. The main reasons for this, according to the teacher educators, are the reduction in the number of hours in the educational program spent on geography and the reduced focus on subject matter in general at their institution. According to more than 50% of the respondents, the number of hours spent on geography at their institution after 2000 was reduced. They find it difficult to prepare students to provide good geography lessons at primary school in this limited number of hours. Also, more than 50% of the respondents state that the focus on subject matter in general at their institution was reduced after 2000. Teacher educators expected that more hours of teaching and a greater focus on substantial knowledge (WHAT) could diminish the discrepancy between desired and actually achieved levels of PCK-G in primary teacher training. Respondents see substantial knowledge as a prerequisite for syntactic knowledge (HOW). As one of the respondents put it: “Pedagogical skills cannot develop if there is too little subject matter baggage.” Both kinds of knowledge are essential.

Besides too few teaching hours and too little focus on the subject matter, respondents mention the limited and also widely varying knowledge base of the students when they enter teacher education as important impeding factors affecting the quality of geography education. This makes it even more difficult to develop a relevant program for all students within the limited number of teaching hours. Respondents are also critical about their own role and the fact that there is little agreement on the appropriate teaching strategy for primary education. Teacher educators should become better organized as a professional group. Respondents also believe the primary school in which students do their internship does not always provide a good example; the subject of geography often has no priority and the mostly textbook-based lessons turn many geography lessons into reading comprehension lessons.

Although motivation was mentioned only a few times as a relevant factor for explaining discrepancies between intended and achieved levels of PCK-G, respondents agree with the statement that student teachers who are motivated to teach the subject of geography provide better geography lessons in primary school. Associated with motivation, the respondents also reviewed their own role as teacher educators. According to the respondents, the quality of teacher educators should also be improved. Teacher educators should be excellent and passionate. They should “be able to bring about the magic of geography.” Some respondents blame the problem on the shift in Dutch higher education toward competence-based learning.

Finally, respondents were asked to indicate three actions the Minister of Education should take to improve geography education in primary teacher training. The actions most often mentioned were: more attention to subject knowledge, higher demands on the entry level, the possibility of different levels in the outflow of students, promotion of research, higher demands on the quality of trainers, and improvement in the position of the subject of geography in primary school.

Conclusions and discussion

Although primary teacher educators believe that all aspects of PCK-G are really necessary, their opinions on the achieved level of PCK-G of their student teachers at the end of initial training vary. What stands out is that they have a negative view of the substantive knowledge of their students, and especially about their students’ ability to indicate topographic names on a map and to explain spatial issues, but they have a more positive opinion about the ability of their students to indicate spatial phenomena on a world map.
To indicate topographic names on a map, student teachers should be able to read maps or have a good memory. Simple map reading skills help students to describe or name localized objects (facts). To identify spatial phenomena such as population distributions on a map, students need to organize and order objects (concepts), which is a somewhat more complex skill. When student teachers explain spatial issues such as migration flows, they have to establish relationships between phenomena and more general theoretical knowledge, which is the most complex skill (Van der Vaart, 2001). Table 2 showed that teacher educators think the easiest skill is achieved by the lowest percentage of their students. A remarkable finding, which relates to the way students and pupils learn facts. Recent research shows that the topographic knowledge of pupils at the end of primary school is highly unsatisfactory, although a great deal of time is spent on it (Notté, Van der Schoot, & Hemker, 2010). The main reason for this can be found in the fact that topographic names are learned as individual facts and not offered in a functional context. In the course of primary (and secondary) education, primary student teachers have learned topographic names in this way and, just as primary school pupils tend to do, they forgot many of those names. This can explain the fact that their teacher educators think that only 30% of their students will be able to indicate all the 300 topographic names on a map. Therefore, it is recommended that primary teacher students — as part of their PCK-G development — learn topographic names in a functional context themselves, and subsequently learn how to teach primary school pupils topographic names in this way.

The question we have to ask about student teachers learning of all elements of geography is: From what perspective do teacher educators look at the achieved level of PCK? Do experts, such as teacher educators, not always expect a higher level of PCK-G of their student teachers than they eventually reach? Results from recent inspections in primary education show a similar trend. Many pupils stay behind the desired level formulated in the standards (Notté et al., 2010; Ofsted, 2011).

As an outcome of the debate on the level of subject knowledge of primary student teachers, the Minister of Education of the Netherlands ordered formulation of knowledge bases for all school subjects that capture the final level for these subjects (Van Bijsterveldt-Vliegenthart, 2008). In a recent recommendation by the Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied Sciences (HBO-raad), five actions were proposed to improve the subject knowledge of (future) primary teachers. One of them is to set requirements (students should meet at least a level of (in our case geographic) knowledge equivalent to the level reached after three years of secondary education) on the intake of students (Meijeringink, 2012). These actions may (partly) improve the quality of primary school teachers as the experiences in Finland suggest, a country with high scores on the PISA rankings. Primary school teachers in Finland need to earn at least a master’s degree in education, in addition to a bachelor degree in one or more content areas. Besides that, to enter teacher training, candidates must have good scores and excellent interpersonal skills as well as a deep personal commitment to teaching and working in schools (Sahlberg, 2011). It is a pity that we cannot realize the “Finnish model” in the Dutch educational system within a few years. The main constraint is the recruitment of enough good teachers.

A higher level of substantial knowledge, according to the teacher educators in our study, is a prerequisite for syntactic knowledge. Both forms of knowledge are needed to provide meaningful and challenging education, but there is no agreement (in the Netherlands) about the appropriate teaching method for the subject of geography within the mostly competence-based primary teacher training programs, according to the respondents.

Concerning this subject, several studies (Alkis, 2009; Catling, 2004; Corney, 2000; Lane & Coutts, 2012; Martin, 2000, 2005; Morley, 2012) suggest that it is important to
take into account the preconceptions, images of geography, and teaching of student teachers because they influence their thinking about teaching and classroom practice. Martin’s study of the knowledge bases for effectively teaching primary geography (Martin, 2008) describes the influences affecting student development as teachers of primary geography. She makes a distinction between formal school learning and informal everyday learning and states that a barrier exists between the informal geographical experiences in the world (the everyday self as a learner) and the student (self) as a teacher. She believes it is the teacher educator’s responsibility to find ways of removing the barrier that currently appears to prevent student teachers from utilizing the everyday self as learner base. She states that it seems necessary to develop a way of conceptualizing geography that (1) enables students to recognize the value of their everyday experience and that they are already thinking geographically in their everyday lives and (2) is suited to the context that the students are working in — that of primary school — and this is a paradigm she refers to as “everyday” or “ethnogeography.”

Teacher education should enable student teachers to make connections between their everyday experiences and the way geographers make sense of the world by means of geographical imagination: a lens through which to make sense of the world using the big ideas of geography, such as place, connectedness, scale, process, and skills (Martin, 2008, p. 36). Catling and Martin (2011) recognize both forms of knowledge as powerful. They introduce a model based on Young (2010) in which, other than Young who valorizes the academic knowledge above the everyday knowledges, both the everyday perspectives and the academic perspectives are seen as powerful and where the dialogue between these two forms of knowledge provides the most effective base from which to act as an effective teacher of primary geography. It would be interesting to conduct more research on the connection between everyday knowledge and academic knowledge as appropriate teaching strategy for developing student teacher PCK-G.

Little research has been done on the image that primary teacher educators have of their students. This study just gives information about some views of primary teacher educators in the specific situation of the Dutch educational system. It would be interesting to conduct a similar study in a more international context and on a larger scale, with more information about the ability of primary student teachers in developing good geography lessons and student teachers’ views to contrast them with that of the teacher educators.
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